Brina, a city cat, moved to the mountains with the owners for a summer holiday. Here she meets some stray cats who call themselves The Gang of the Feline Sun. The new friends convince her to escape her owners and become a free cat. But while Brina enjoys her newfound freedom and all the new types of delectable bugs the countryside has to offer, her young owners are panicking over losing her, a member of their family. Brina must make a choice to live with her owners, where it's safe (but confined) or go in the wilderness. A heartwarming tender cat tale.
Brina, a city cat, moved to the mountains with the owners for a summer holiday. Here she meets some stray cats who call themselves The Gang of the Feline Sun. The new friends convince her to escape her owners and become a free cat. But while Brina enjoys her newfound freedom and all the new types of delectable bugs the countryside has to offer, her young owners are panicking over losing her, a member of their family. Brina must make a choice to live with her owners, where it's safe (but confined) or go in the wilderness. A heartwarming tender cat tale.
Thea Stilton 2-in-1 #3
Collects "A Song for the Thea Sisters" and "The Thea Sisters and the Secret Treasure Hunt"
by Thea Stilton

It is non-stop adventure for the Thea Sisters - Colette, Nicky, Pamela, Paulina, and Violet! It begins with the Mouseford Academy talent search to find an opening act for boy band sensation 6 Seconds of Spring, but quickly turns into another adventure and a mystery. Will they be able to get in tune or will their search be off-key? Then, guest professor Thea Stilton gives the assignment of a lifetime - a scavenger hunt around Whale Island. The Thea Sisters and friends must rely on their wits and friendship to gather all the clues needed to find the secret treasure! Collecting the best-selling Thea Stilton graphic novels 7 and 8 in a new paperback edition!
Geronimo Stilton Reporter #4
The Mummy With No Name
by Geronimo Stilton
When Papa Smurf's stork gets wounded in a storm, Papa Smurf must rely on the kindness of a local farmer to nurse the stork back to flying condition. A different kind of storm arrives in the shape of Jeanty, the nephew of the farmer. The boy is as aggressive as his uncle is friendly. Making his way to the Smurfs Village, Jeanty leaves a path of destruction in his wake, putting the whole village in jeopardy.
The Smurfs #27  
The Smurfs and the Bratty Kid  
by Peyo

When Papa Smurf's stork gets wounded in a storm, Papa Smurf must rely on the kindness of a local farmer to nurse the stork back to flying condition. A different kind of storm arrives in the shape of Jeanty, the nephew of the farmer. The boy is as aggressive as his uncle is friendly. Making his way to the Smurfs Village, Jeantry leaves a path of destruction in his wake, putting the whole village in jeopardy.
Cat and Cat #1
Girl Meets Cat
by Christophe Cazenove and Herve Richez, illustrated by Yrgane Ramon

Life was quiet for Cath and her dad, living alone. But when they adopt a cat named Sushi, things get a bit too exciting! Between turning everything into either a personal scratching post or litter box, and the constant cat and mouse game of love me/leave me alone,” Cath and Dad have a lot to learn! Cath also learns how good it is to have a constant companion, a role Cath’s dad is trying to fill on his own. It’s a hilarious and heartwarming adventure of daily life of this little girl. . . with a dad and a cat along for the ride!
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Cat and Cat #1
Girl Meets Cat
by Christophe Cazenove and Herve Richez, illustrated by Yrgane Ramon

Life was quiet for Cath and her dad, living alone. But when they adopt a cat named Sushi, things get a bit too exciting! Between turning everything into either a personal scratching post or litter box, and the constant cat and mouse game of love me/leave me alone,” Cath and Dad have a lot to learn! Cath also learns how good it is to have a constant companion, a role Cath’s dad is trying to fill on his own. It’s a hilarious and heartwarming adventure of daily life of this little girl... with a dad and a cat along for the ride!
By now, you all know Chloe Misty Blin, the breakout middle school star of her own Charmz graphic novel series. Now, get to know the origin story of the Blin family feline, the mischievous Cartoon! Cartoon arrives as a three-month-old kitten to Blin household many years ago, back when an excitable Chloe is not embarrassed to be called Misty and before her brother Arthur is born. Chloe's dad is not as excited to share his house with a cat. Little does the family know that Cartoon is about to make their lives much more animated!
By now, you all know Chloe Misty Blin, the breakout middle school star of her own Charmz graphic novel series. Now, get to know the origin story of the Blin family feline, the mischievous Cartoon! Cartoon arrives as a three-month-old kitten to Blin household many years ago, back when an excitable Chloe is not embarrassed to be called Misty and before her brother Arthur is born. Chloe’s dad is not as excited to share his house with a cat. Little does the family know that Cartoon is about to make their lives much more animated!
After recovering from a few missteps while lost in the Jurassic, Rain, Stone, Sean, and Emily - the Dinosaur Explorers - are finally ready to explore the prehistoric era! And they're going to need the help of Doctor Da Vinci, Diana, and robot helper Starz plus all the luck they can get to escape the world's largest dinosaurs! It's going to be a rough ride, but the team is up for the challenge, and ready to get one step closer to their return to their present-day home!
Dinosaur Explorers Vol. 6
Escaping the Jurassic
by REDCODE and Albbie

After recovering from a few missteps while lost in the Jurassic, Rain, Stone, Sean, and Emily - the Dinosaur Explorers - are finally ready to explore the prehistoric era! And they're going to need the help of Doctor Da Vinci, Diana, and robot helper Starz plus all the luck they can get to escape the world's largest dinosaurs! It's going to be a rough ride, but the team is up for the challenge, and ready to get one step closer to their return to their present-day home!
Scarlet Rose #5
You Should Have Let Me Die
by Patricia Lyfoung

In this installment, the Scarlet Rose must free her friend Guilhem from prison.

While Guilhem continues to fight alongside Natalia under the guise of The Fox in the hope that she will lead him to his father, Maud continues to be disappointed by his behavior. However, when Guilhem is taken prisoner, The Scarlet Rose will do anything to free him, even form an alliance with the wicked Natalia... Plus, wedding bells are near for the young, crime-fighting duo!

Author Bio

Apart from The Scarlet Rose, Patricia Lyfoung has worked as an assistant story board artist for Totally Spies! and Martin Mystery at Marathon Animation (where she also worked on character creation). In 2005, she published a mini-comic called Strike in Coyote magazine, telling the story of a girl who disguises herself as a boy in order to play baseball. Twelve volumes of THE SCARLET ROSE have been published by Delcourt (in France) since 2005.
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Strong push on social media<br>Targeted digital advertising on Facebook and IG.<br>Press campaign to gain attention and receive reviews.
In this installment, the Scarlet Rose must free her friend Guilhem from prison. While Guilhem continues to fight alongside Natalia under the guise of The Fox in the hope that she will lead him to his father, Maud continues to be disappointed by his behavior. However, when Guilhem is taken prisoner, The Scarlet Rose will do anything to free him, even form an alliance with the wicked Natalia... Plus, wedding bells are near for the young, crime-fighting duo!
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Apart from The Scarlet Rose, Patricia Lyfoung has worked as an assistant story board artist for Totally Spies! and Martin Mystery at Marathon Animation (where she also worked on character creation). In 2005, she published a mini-comic called Strike in Coyote magazine, telling the story of a girl who disguises herself as a boy in order to play baseball. Twelve volumes of THE SCARLET ROSE have been published by Delcourt (in France) since 2005.
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A new girl has just transferred into the GF5’s class at Earhart Elementary along with her little brother. Fiona is quiet and thin and a bit forgetful as she didn't bring her lunch or snack to school. Lucy, Marina, Zara, A.J., and Sofia, The Geeky F@b 5, befriend Fiona, who is particularly impressed with Sophia's tablet, Marina's knowledge of space, and Lucy's fluffy kitty, Hubble. When Fiona gets called away to the principal's office after school, the GF5 don't know why. When walking home they discover she lives in a nearby motel, not a home. As they begin to understand Fiona's story, the girls learn that she and other kids like her are homeless and don't always have food. To help, the GF5 launch a citywide student food drive among grade schools. That explodes into a fierce competition to see which school collects the most food by weight. The winning school gets a big bash with a DJ. Which school will win? Even Hubble, the snarky cat, must contend with crosstown rival, the Madison Mackerel mascot, who hatches a diabolical plan to sabotage Earhart. Join the fun as GF5 rallies students to fight for Fiona.

Author Bio

LUCY LAREAU co-created the GEEKY FAB FIVE STEM girls series with her mom based on her own real-life experiences in elementary school, where students learn to make a difference. Now in middle school, Lucy lives in Illinois with her parents, brothers, and sister, along with three cats, including Tom, whose inspired Hubble.

LIZ LAREAU, M.A., co-authors the GEEKY FAB FIVE series with her daughter, Lucy, to inspire all girls to realize their potential and work together for a better world. Liz has been telling stories as a mom, public relations executive, and former TV news reporter and anchor for more than 30 years.
A new girl has just moved into the GF5's class at Earhart Elementary along with her little brother. Fiona is quiet and thin and a bit forgetful as she didn't bring her lunch or snack to school. The Geeky F@b 5 befriend Fiona, who is particularly impressed with Sophia's tablet, Marina's knowledge of space, and Lucy's fluffy kitty, Hubble. When Fiona gets called away to the principal's office after school, the GF5 doesn't know why. When walking home they discover, she lives in a nearby motel, not a house. As they begin to understand Fiona's story, the girls learn that she and other kids like her are homeless and don't always have food. To help, the GF5 bands together to launch a citywide student food drive among grade schools that explodes into a fierce competition to see which school collects the most food by weight. The winning school gets a big bash with a DJ. Which school win win? Join the adventures as GF5 rallies students to fight for Fiona. Even Hubble the snarky cat, hilariously foils crosstown rivals the Madison Mackerel mascot who hatches a diabolical plan to sabotage Earhart.

Author Bio

LUCY LAREAU co-created the GEEKY FAB FIVE STEM girls series with her mom based on her own real-life experiences in elementary school, where students learn to make a difference. Now in middle school, Lucy lives in Illinois with her parents, brothers, and sister, along with three cats, including Tom, whose inspired Hubble.

LIZ LAREAU, M.A., co-authors the GEEKY FAB FIVE series with her daughter, Lucy, to inspire all girls to realize their potential and work together for a better world. Liz has been telling stories as a mom, public relations executive, and former TV news reporter and anchor for more than 30 years.
Award-winning creators David Gallaher and Steve Ellis continue their epic sci-fi adventure series with action, adventure, and heart. Zee, the Only Living Girl, along with Erik, the Only Living Boy (and his teddy Bear) and their crew of daring young warriors from various alien races continue to discover the secrets of the Patchwork Planet in a desperate mission to save their home. Their friend Morgan's very survival depends on it - and her time is running out! Now, Zee must confront the diabolical Doctor Twice and his mechanical menace, the Eye of Extermination, before she can rescue her friend. But what is her true relationship to the twisted Doctor Twice?
The Only Living Girl #3
In the Presence of Doctor Twice
by David Gallaher and Steve Ellis

Award-winning creators David Gallaher and Steve Ellis continue their epic sci-fi adventure series with action, adventure, and heart. Zee, the Only Living Girl, along with Erik, the Only Living Boy (and his teddy Bear) and their crew of daring young warriors from various alien races continue to discover the secrets of the Patchwork Planet in a desperate mission to save their home. Their friend Morgan's very survival depends on it - and her time is running out! Now, Zee must confront the diabolical Doctor Twice and his mechanical menace, the Eye of Extermination, before she can rescue her friend. But what is her true relationship to the twisted Doctor Twice?
Dance Class #10
Letting It Go
by Crip and Beka

The dress sewn by seamstress Nathalia for the titular The Snow Queen is stunning. She really outdid herself for the performance. But the signature dress disappears overnight! The whole Dance Class is on edge and blames Carla for the mysterious disappearance. She will do anything to find that dress and prove her innocence. With many false leads, and without the help of her friends Julie, Alia, and Lucie who are busy rehearsing for the upcoming ballet recital, Carla must be the Snow Queen AND the Detective Queen to save the show.
The Mythics #1
Heroes reborn
by Philippe Ogaki, Patricia Lyfoung and Patrick Sobral

In the ancient times of Gods and heroes, evil attempted to seize the world disguising themselves as six different gods. While they were spreading all their power of destruction, six heroes, each with extraordinary powers and brandishing sacred weapons, rose against these incarnations of evil. The evil was defeated and sealed in a secret place within the red desert on the planet Mars . . . Today, enter six young heirs: Yuko of Japan, Parvati of India, Amir of Egypt, Abigail of Germany, Miguel of Mexico, and Neo of Greece suddenly pulled from their everyday lives. About to face the greatest threat that the contemporary world has ever known, in a flash, they get to discover just how worthy successors they may be of the ancient heroes.
The Mythics #1
Heroes reborn
by Philippe Ogaki, Patricia Lyfoung and Patrick Sobral

In the ancient times of Gods and heroes, evil attempted to seize the world disguising themselves as six different gods. While they were spreading all their power of destruction, six heroes, each with extraordinary powers and brandishing sacred weapons, rose against these incarnations of evil. The evil was defeated and sealed in a secret place within the red desert on the planet Mars . . . Today, enter six young heirs: Yuko of Japan, Parvati of India, Amir of Egypt, Abigail of Germany, Miguel of Mexico, and Neo of Greece suddenly pulled from their everyday lives. About to face the greatest threat that the contemporary world has ever known, in a flash, they get to discover just how worthy successors they may be of the ancient heroes.
Super Sisters
by Christophe Cazenove, illustrated by William Maury
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Super Sisters
by Christophe Cazenove, illustrated by William Maury
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YouTube trailer.
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After having his heart broken by Luna, Princess, and Lady, Vincent decides to focus on himself first. While on a camping trip with his closest RPG friends, this young college student must let go of all his emotional baggage, his past failed relationships, and the magic tricks up his sleeve. He must learn to love himself before falling head over heels with someone else to possibly love him. Who knows, the love of Vincent's life could be right around the corner? It's the heartwarming and tear-jerking conclusion of this emotional trilogy.
The Smurfs 3-in-1 #4
The Return of Smurfette, The Smurf Olympics, and Smurf vs Smurf
by Peyo

It's Smurf vs. Smurf vs. Smurf as the competitive nature of the Smurfs Village is in full display! First, the most popular Smurf, the bodacious Smurfette returns to the Village. Then, let the games begin as the Smurfs have their own Olympics. Plus: the Smurfs are at war over what to call the device that opens bottles! Is it a Bottle-Smurf or Smurf Opener? It's a debate that quickly escalates and threatens to tear the Smurf Village apart! All this and more in over 150 pages of Peyo's Smurfs comics, featuring stories from THE SMURFS graphic novels volumes 10-12.
Monica Adventures #5
Could He Be Right About This One Thing?
by Mauricio de Sousa

Annoyed by all the hype for celebrity Roberto Daniel Junior and his Golden Armor superhero film, Nick Nope hatches a plan to wake up his followers and stop their fanfare. But will his obsessive mission push Monica further away from him... and closer to Nick's rival, J-Five? It's a plot straight out of the movies full of love, intrigue, and lots of explosions!
Could He Be Right About This One Thing?
by Mauricio de Sousa

Annoyed by all the hype for celebrity Roberto Daniel Junior and his Golden Armor superhero film, Nick Nope hatches a plan to wake up his followers and stop their fanfare. But will his obsessive mission push Monica further away from him... and closer to Nick’s rival, J-Five? It’s a plot straight out of the movies full of love, intrigue, and lots of explosions!
When Mom takes Lori, Leni, Lynn, Luna, Luan, Lola, Lana, Lucy, Lisa, and Lily out for a special Mother-Daughters Day, Lincoln and his dad are left with the whole house to themselves! He quickly invites Clyde, Stella, and the gang over to enjoy this rare moment of unbridled freedom. But Lincoln can only enjoy his brief day as an only child for so long before he misses the hustle and bustle of the Loud House? Featuring stories by the Loud House creative team!
When Mom takes Lori, Leni, Lynn, Luna, Luan, Lola, Lana, Lucy, Lisa, and Lily out for a special Mother-Daughters Day, Lincoln and his dad are left with the whole house to themselves! He quickly invites Clyde, Stella, and the gang over to enjoy this rare moment of unbridled freedom. But Lincoln can only enjoy his brief day as an only child" for so long before he misses the hustle and bustle of the Loud House? Featuring stories by the Loud House creative team!